Vocollect’S

SRX2 Wireless Headset
Changing the Way People Work
in the Warehouse & Distribution Centre
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Cutting-Edge Improvements.
Bottom-Line Benefits.
The SRX2 wireless headset from Vocollect sets an entirely new standard for how workers work in the warehouse and distribution centre,
greatly enhancing the worker experience by providing the most comfortable and ergonomic wireless headset option available. When combined with Vocollect’s ground breaking SoundSense™ voice recognition technology, the SRX2 wireless headset offers unmatched accuracy. The innovative, shareable component design enables shared use of electronics across multiple shifts, reducing both the up-front cost
and the ongoing cost of ownership. Vocollect’s Advanced Speech Recognition Protocol™ ensures zero loss of speech data, thus providing
the highest levels of accuracy and worker performance.

Setting a Higher Standard
in Wireless Headsets
Superior Speech Recognition
with SoundSense™
Technology

The SRX2 wireless headset provides
an embedded multi-microphone
array to reduce unwanted word and
sound insertions by more than 50%
compared to other headsets used in
the warehouse or distribution centre.
It uses high-fidelity acoustic sampling
for higher audio clarity.

Innovative Shareable
Component Design

The ground-breaking shareable
component design of the SRX2
wireless headset provides management
and workers the ultimate wireless
headset solution without compromise.
For management, the SRX2 offers
the workforce an industry leading
solution with the greatest operating
performance capabilities whilst offering
the business a reduced investment
option. For the worker, the SRX2
wireless headset provides the most
comfortable and ergonomic wireless
headset option available (including our
280 ⁰ spin design).
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A Wireless Headset Solution
for All Environments

The SRX2 wireless headset provides
you with the ultimate in operating
environment flexibility. It is designed
and certified to operate in dry, cool,
freezer, high noise and fast paced
piece picking environments. It also
provides you with great battery
performance. You can expect
charges to last in dry environments
up to 20 hours and up to 10 hours in
the challenging freezer environment
(operational down to -22°F).
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Vocollect SRX2 Wireless Headset
The Leading Wireless Headset for the
Distribution Centre & Warehouse Worker

“The Vocollect SRX2 wireless headset
is an exciting headset solution option
that operates across our various
working environments. The extended
battery life means we don’t have
to change batteries during a shift,
including our freezer operations.”
- Operations Manager

1. Advanced Speech Recognition
Protocol ensures zero loss of
speech and audio information,
unlike consumer Bluetooth®
headsets, in order to provide
the best voice interaction
experience, even in highly
congested environments.

4. Compact batteries that
last two full shifts in dry
facilities and up to 10 hours
in a freezer environment
with intelligent battery
management that predicts
battery life.

2. Padded headband with
280˚spin for multiple
levels of user adjustment
helps improve overall user
comfort.

5. Flexible multi-microphone
boom for left and right ear
configurations for enhanced
user comfort.

3. Self-evident user controls
for quick training and
enhanced usability.

6. Hygiene and health-centric
design with personalised
headbands and microphone
caps.
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Compare the Vocollect SRX2 Wireless Headset for Yourself
CAPABILITY

VOCOLLECT SRX2

OPTION B

SoundSense™ Technology offering unmatched speech recognition
accuracy against unwanted sound insertions
Advanced Speech Recognition Protocol for congested working
zones often encountered with consumer Bluetooth headsets
Shareable component design for reduced operating cost
Padded headband with 280˚spin for multiple levels of
user adjustment
Self-evident user controls for quick training and usability
Simple user access and easy to change battery design
Flexible multi-microphone boom for left and right ear configurations
Personal hygiene and health-centric boom microphone
Certified in multiple operating environments including high-noise
and freezer areas (down to -22°F / -30°C)
Predictive Battery Replacement indication and Intelligent Battery
Management for improved understanding of battery life

SRX2 Technical Specifications
Low operating temperature:
-22°F (-30°C)
Low storage temperature:
-40°F (-40°C)
High operating temperature:
122°F (50°C)
High storage temperature:
158°F (70°C)
Water & dust resistance:
IP-54
Humidity:
5%-95% condensing
Microphone:
Sealed, noise cancelling
Drop resistance: 	24 drops from 6 ft. (1.83 m) at low and
high operating temperatures
Weight with Battery:
6.84 oz. (194 g) with stability strap
Battery: 	High performance battery. Typically
provides 10-20 hours of service.
Bluetooth Version:
v2.1

“Our workers really like the comfort
features of the SRX2 wireless headset.
The ability to operate without a wired
headset is a real safety improvement
for the worker. The SRX2 has so
many personalisation features that
enable each worker to make their
own adjustments that it’s like we
purchased custom headsets for
each worker.”
- Distribution Centre Manager

In a continuing effort to improve our products, Vocollect, a business unit of Intermec reserves the right to change specifications
and features without prior notice.
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Improved Accuracy.
Increased Productivity.
Real Business Results.
Vocollect is the leading provider of innovative voice
technology solutions that help companies with mobile
workers run a better business. Together with a global
team of over 2,000 Vocollect Certified Professionals,
Vocollect enables companies to save more than
US$20 billion annually through further optimisation of
operations, improving business decision capabilities and
delivering the industry’s premier worker experience in
challenging industrial environments to nearly one million
mobile workers who move in excess of US$5 billion of
products every day.
Vocollect integrates with all major WMS and ERP
systems and supports the industry’s leading handheld
computing devices. Visit us at www.vocollect.co.uk.

BEC (Systems Integration) Ltd
Blakewater House
Phoenix Park
Blakewater Road
Blackburn
Lancashire
BB1 5RW

Telephone: +44 (0) 1254 688 088
Fax: +44 (0) 1254 688 080
Email: info@becsi.co.uk

BEC (Systems Integration) Ltd
BEC is a specialist provider of Automated Data Capture solutions for use in the supply chain and manufacturing
industry. With the aim of removing costs from your businesses, BEC offers a comprehensive set of services
from initial consultation, advice and design, through to delivery, implementation and after-sales support.
Offering access to a range of cutting-edge data collection products, including voice-directed technologies,
BEC’s future-proof solutions integrate seamlessly into any host system to fulfil business and commercial
requirements.
Having delivered the first integrated voice-directed picking solution for Lawson/Infor M3, BEC has also
achieved Total Solutions Provider (TSP) status with Vocollect, the world leader in voice-based solutions for
mobile workers. Through the development of impressive and innovative product handling solutions with
voice technology at their core, BEC has helped businesses within the food and beverage, manufacturing and
engineering industries improve upon their accuracy, productivity and customer service.
For more information about BEC please visit www.becsi.co.uk
© Copyright 2013 Vocollect. All rights reserved. Vocollect, Vocollect Voice, VoiceApplications, VoiceArtisan, VoiceCatalyst, VoiceConsole, VoiceDirect,
VoiceExpress, VoiceLink, VoiceInterface Objects, Talkman, Hands-Free, Eyes-Free, Vocollect Adapted Speech Recognition and Voice-Directed Work
are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Vocollect.
SAP is a registered trademark of SAP AG in Germany and in several other countries.
Bluetooth is a registered trademark of SIG, Inc. All rights reserved.
All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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